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An Auditory Region in the Primate Insular Cortex
Responding Preferentially to Vocal Communication Sounds
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Human imaging studies implicate the insular cortex in processing complex sounds and vocal communication signals such as speech. In
addition, lesions of the insula often manifest as deficits in sound or speech recognition (auditory agnosia) and speech production. While
models of acoustic perception assign an important role to the insula, little is known about the underlying neuronal substrate. Studying a
vocal primate, we identified a predominantly auditory region in the caudal insula and therein discovered a neural representation of
conspecific communication sounds. When probed with natural sounds, insula neurons exhibited higher response selectivity than neu-
rons in auditory cortex, and in contrast to these, responded preferentially to conspecific vocalizations. Importantly, insula neurons not
only preferred conspecific vocalizations over a wide range of environmental sounds and other animal vocalizations, but also over
acoustically manipulated versions of these, demonstrating that this preference for vocalizations arises both from spectral and temporal
features of the sounds. In addition, individual insula neurons responded highly selectively to only a few vocalizations and allowed the
decoding of sound identity from single-trial responses. These findings characterize the caudal insula as a selectively responding auditory
region, possibly part of a processing stream involved in the representation of communication sounds. Importantly, our results provide a
neural counterpart for the human imaging and lesion findings and uncover a basis for a supposed role of the insula in processing vocal
communication sounds such as speech.
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Introduction
Many social animals possess specialized systems for generating
and recognizing vocal communication sounds that can range in
diversity from simple calls to human speech. To interpret these
sounds dedicated brain regions evolved to segregate communi-
cation sounds from the environment, analyze their acoustic
properties and encode their meaning. In the primate these en-
compass auditory cortices and higher-level regions in the tempo-
ral and frontal lobes (Tian et al., 2001; Wang and Kadia, 2001;
Romanski and Goldman-Rakic, 2002; Hickok and Poeppel,
2007). In addition, human imaging and lesion studies highlight
the importance of another region in the processing of communi-
cation sounds: the insular cortex.

Imaging studies implicate the insula in processing simple
sounds and rhythms (Griffiths et al., 1997; Herdener et al., 2008)
and vocal communication signals (Zatorre et al., 1994; Rumsey et
al., 1997; Meyer et al., 2002; Kotz et al., 2003; Wong et al., 2004;
Sander and Scheich, 2005) (and see Augustine, 1985; Bamiou et
al., 2003). In addition, insula lesions often manifest as deficits in

sound or speech recognition (auditory agnosia) and speech pro-
duction (Spreen et al., 1965; Cancelliere and Kertesz, 1990; En-
gelien et al., 1995; Habib et al., 1995). Despite this evidence for a
central role of the insula in processing and representing vocal
communication sounds, little is known about the underlying
neuronal substrate. Given their comparatively coarse resolution,
functional imaging and lesion studies cannot rule out the possi-
bility that auditory cortices adjacent to the insula contribute to
the observed activations or functional deficits. In addition, the
indirect evidence about neuronal activity provided by these stud-
ies does not reveal the neuronal properties and mechanisms by
which the selectivity to communication sounds arises. Conse-
quently, neurophysiological studies in primates are required to
localize and characterize the neuronal representation of commu-
nication sounds in the insula.

However, given the difficult access to the insula, only few
studies examined acoustically responsive neurons in this region.
Sudakov et al. (1971) reported neurons in the squirrel monkey’s
insula responding to simple acoustic stimuli such as clicks, and
Bieser (1998) and Bieser and Müller-Preuss (1996) used ampli-
tude modulated tones to test insula neurons. While these results
provide a glimpse on the processing of insula neurons, no neu-
rophysiological study tested the encoding of natural sounds or
communication sounds. Hence, despite the growing evidence
from human studies for a role of the insula in acoustic processing
very little is known about the underlying neuronal basis.

Here, we bridge the gap between human imaging studies and
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the underlying neuronal processes by providing a detailed char-
acterization of an acoustically responsive region in the macaque
insula. To distinguish the insula from neighboring auditory re-
gions and to allow a better interpretation of the results, we sys-
tematically compared the response properties of insula neurons
to neurons recorded in auditory cortex. A range of different par-
adigms was used to (1) characterize basic auditory response
properties, (2) assess the preference toward conspecific vocaliza-
tions, (3) and quantify the selectivity of insula neurons and their
ability to discriminate individual vocalizations.

Materials and Methods
Electrophysiological recording procedures. Two adult rhesus monkeys
(Macaca mulatta) participated in these experiments. All procedures were
approved by the local authorities (Regierungspräsidium) and were in full
compliance with the guidelines of the European Community (EUVD
86/609/EEC) for the care and use of laboratory animals. Before the ex-
periments, form-fitting head posts and recording chambers were im-
planted during an aseptic and sterile surgical procedure (Logothetis et al.,
1999). The chambers were positioned based on preoperative magnetic
resonance (MR) images and stereotaxic coordinates. In animal I05, we
chose an oblique approach to the insula, penetrating approximately at a
45° angle in dorso–ventral (DV) direction and 20° angle in anterior–
posterior (AP) direction (recordings were centered on AP � 14 mm, DV
� 18 mm) (for corresponding MR images, see Fig. 1 A; supplemental Fig.
1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). In animal
M03, we chose a vertical approach to the insula (AP � 18 mm, DV � 18
mm). Recordings from auditory cortex were obtained from three ani-
mals, one of them M03, partly acquired as part of previous experiments
(Kayser et al., 2007, 2008).

A custom-made multielectrode system was used to lower up to six
microelectrodes (FHC, 0.8 – 8 M� impedance) through a grid mounted
on the recording chamber to the insula (or auditory cortex). The coor-
dinates of each electrode were noted along the different axes to later
display the recording locations in a model of the insula (Fig. 1). Signals
were amplified using a custom modified Alpha Omega amplifier system
(Alpha Omega), filtered between 4 Hz and 9 kHz (4-point Butterworth
filter) and digitized at 20.83 kHz.

Recordings were performed in an anechoic booth (Illtec) and in com-
plete darkness. The animals were passively listening to the sounds, some-
times with their eyes open, sometimes closed. Importantly, however, for
each unit all stimulus paradigms were obtained during the animal’s same
state. As a result, the different states of the animal (eyes open or closed)
do not contribute to response variability or stimulus differences in the
responses. Furthermore, we assured that based on the analysis of low
frequency intracortical field potentials the animals were not asleep when
they had their eyes closed. Comparing units recorded with eyes open or
closed did not reveal systematic differences in response strength or selec-
tivity, in agreement with previous studies comparing the responses in
auditory cortex during wakefulness and sleep (Issa and Wang, 2007).

Assignment of recording locations to particular areas. For recordings in
auditory cortex, sites were assigned to the auditory core (primary audi-
tory cortex) and auditory belt regions based on frequency maps con-
structed for each animal and the responsiveness for tone versus band-
passed noise stimuli. Most of our recording sites were located in caudal
portions of primary auditory cortex [mainly the primary auditory field
(A1) and the rostral auditory field (R)] and in caudal belt [caudo-lateral
fields (CM) and caudo-medial field (CL)]. Core and belt were distin-
guished using a supra-threshold procedure (Schroeder et al., 2001; Fu et
al., 2004), which probes frequency selectivity using tones and band-
passed noise stimuli of different frequency and intensities well above the
neurons threshold. Previous work demonstrated the equivalence of this
method to the classical, and threshold-based, determination of center
frequencies (Merzenich and Brugge, 1973; Kosaki et al., 1997). See also
Kayser et al. (2008) for further details.

For recordings in the insula we proceeded as follows. We first obtained
the approximate depths of different structures encountered along a pen-
etration using high-resolution anatomical MR images of each animal

(compare Fig. 1). Then, we characterized the different areas typically
encountered along a penetration during several recording sessions. In the
case of I05, penetrations first passed through secondary somatosensory
cortex, where neurons often responded to the animal moving or licking
juice. From there, the electrode passed through the circular sulcus into
the insula where the acoustically responsive neurons were encountered;
from there the electrode continued into white matter, the claustrum and
white matter again. In the case of M03, penetrations first passed through
motor or somatosensory cortex, then after a considerable distance of
white matter, through the insula; or when aimed too far medial, followed
the white matter of the extreme capsule and missed the insula altogether
or penetrated the claustrum. This pattern of transitions, the correspond-
ing depth of the recording site and the response patterns consistently
observed at a given depth were used to assign units to somatosensory
areas, the insula or the claustrum. This procedure also allowed us to avoid
recording from auditory fields in the medial belt by aiming our penetra-
tions to the more dorsal (for I05) or medial (for M03) part of the insula.
Finally, high-resolution anatomical MR images obtained after data col-
lection in animal I05 showed miniature lesions resulting from frequent
microelectrode penetrations, which confirmed that the neurons indeed
have been recorded in the insular region.

Acoustical stimuli. Sounds were stored as WAV files, amplified using a
Yamaha amplifier (AX-496) and delivered from two free field speakers
(JBL Professional), which were positioned at ear level 70 cm from the
head and 50° to the left and right. Sound presentation was calibrated
using a condenser microphone (Brüel & Kjær 4188 and a 2238 Mediator
sound level meter, Brüel & Kjær) to ensure a linear (�4 dB) transfer
function (between 88 Hz and 20 kHz). Sounds were presented at an
average intensity of 65 dB SPL. We used several types of stimuli. To
characterize auditory tuning and response properties, we used two par-
adigms, one consisting of band-passed noise and one of pure tones of
different frequencies (Rauschecker et al., 1995; Recanzone et al., 2000;
Rauschecker and Tian, 2004). Both types of stimuli were presented as
pseudo-random sequences of 8 repeats, with individual stimulus dura-
tion of 50 ms and pauses of 80 ms. In this way these stimuli are reminis-
cent of amplitude modulated tones or noise, which are known to drive
auditory neurons (Bieser and Müller-Preuss, 1996; Liang et al., 2002).
Pure tones (15 frequencies) ranged from 125 Hz to 16 kHz in half-octave
steps and the band-passed noise (7 bands, one octave width) covered the
same frequency range. All stimuli were cosine ramped (on/off, 8 ms).

Two different sets of natural sounds were used. The first set was used to
compare the responses to conspecific vocalizations to those elicited by
other natural sounds (natural sounds paradigm). This set consisted of 15
sounds each in 3 categories: (1) macaque vocalizations (Mvoc), (2) vo-
calizations and noises of other animals (Avoc), and (3) environmental
sounds (Esnd) (45 different sounds in total). The macaque vocalizations
consisted of five call types (coos, grunts, barks, pant-threats and
screams), the sounds of other animals ranged from birds to lions, horses
and tigers and the environmental sounds included noises such as pro-
duced by wind, water, doors or jungle background sound. While the
macaque vocalizations were recorded in our own colony, animal and
environmental sounds were obtained from several databases. All sounds
were sampled at 22.1 kHz and were clipped to a maximum duration of
1 s; however, several sounds were shorter than that. These sounds were
chosen to cover a broad diversity and maintain the average frequency
spectra of the different categories as similar. These sounds were presented
as a pseudo-random sequence with silent gaps of 1 s in between, and each
sound was repeated twice.

A second set of sounds was used to assess the selectivity of neurons to
conspecific vocalizations in relation to closely matched acoustical con-
trols (acoustic controls paradigm). This set consisted of 12 macaque
vocalizations, each clipped to 300 ms duration and three different acous-
tical manipulations of each vocalization. The three manipulations were
created for each of the 12 vocalizations as follows: The first manipulation
preserved the temporal envelope of the vocalization but had a flat fre-
quency spectrum [preserved envelope (PE)]; the second manipulation
preserved the frequency spectrum but had a flat temporal envelope [pre-
served spectrum (PS)]; and the third manipulation preserved both the
spectrum and envelope (PSE). Technically, these controlled sounds were
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obtained by shaping white noise with the specific property (envelope,
spectrum or both) of the respective original sound (see Fig. 5A). Impor-
tantly, preserving both the envelope and the spectrum yields a sound
which has the same average spectrum and the same envelope as the
original sound, but does not feature the interaction (in time–frequency
domain) of the original sound. Such interactions characterize how the
frequency pattern changes over time (visible for the coo in Fig. 5A), and
the PSE manipulation does not capture this dynamic frequency compo-
sition of the call. As a result, for tonal calls such as the coo, the preserved
spectrum and envelope manipulation still differs from the original vocal-
ization and this difference is visible in the time–frequency spectrum and
can be clearly perceived by human listeners. Other vocalizations that
sound more noisy and have no clear tonal component, such as the threat
in Figure 5A, do not feature prominent time–frequency interactions and
for such vocalizations the preserved spectrum and envelope manipula-
tion captures most of the structure of the original vocalization. The 12
original vocalizations and their three respective manipulations were pre-
sented in a pseudo-random rapid sequence, with a silent gap of 100 –175
ms between sounds and with each sound being repeated at least 25 times.
All results using information theoretic or stimulus decoding techniques
were obtained from this paradigm.

Data analysis. The data were analyzed in Matlab (Mathworks). The
spike-sorted activity (SUA/MUA) of single neurons (SUA) and multiunit
clusters (MUA) was extracted using commercial spike-sorting software
(Plexon Offline Sorter, Plexon) after high-pass filtering the raw signal at
500 Hz. Spike times were saved at a resolution of 1 ms, and peri-stimulus
time-histograms were obtained using bins of 5 ms and Gaussian smooth-
ing (10 ms full-width at half-height). For many recording sites, spike
sorting could extract single-unit activity [SNR �7, spike valley (peak)
divided by signal SD]. For other sites, however, the spike-sorting did not
yield well separated clusters and the activity was deemed as multiunit; for
most figures and analysis we grouped singleunit and multiunit sites to-
gether (SUA/MUA), but results for single units are reported where ap-
propriate. Significant responses of individual units to sensory stimula-
tion were determined by comparing the response amplitude of the
average response to the response variability during the baseline period.
Arithmetically this was done by normalizing the average response to SDs
with respect to baseline, and a response was regarded as significant if this
z-score breached 3 SDs during a continuous period of at least 50 ms. A
unit was considered responsive when it breached this threshold for at
least one stimulus of a given paradigm.

In tone or band-passed noise paradigms, response amplitudes were
computed from the trial averaged response by computing the mean re-
sponse in the time window 50 –250 ms after stimulus onset. The band-
width of the frequency tuning curve was obtained by fitting (fminsearch
in MATLAB) a Gaussian function to the tuning curve obtained from the
trial-averaged responses. The SD of the Gaussian fit was taken as the
band-width index. The response latency was computed as the first time
bin at which the averaged response exceeded two SD of its baseline for at
least 10 consecutive milliseconds (note that this criterion is somewhat
less strict than the above used to define responsive sites).

In the natural sounds paradigm, response amplitudes were defined by
first computing the mean response for each category (Mvoc, Avoc, Esnd)
across trials and different sounds. Then, the peak of this average response
was identified and the response amplitude was computed as the mean
within a 100 ms window centered on this peak. As a control, different
window lengths between 60 and 300 ms were used as well. To account for
the difference in firing rate between individual units, we defined a relative
firing rate as follows: for each unit the mean response across all three
conditions was subtracted from the response to each individual condi-
tion. In the acoustic control paradigm, the response was defined for each
of the 48 (12*4) stimuli as the mean in a 100 ms or 300 ms window
centered on the peak response. For the decoding and information theo-
retic analysis, the response was defined in each individual trial.

The response selectivity of individual neurons or the entire population
of units was quantified using an index that is also known as sparseness
(Vinje and Gallant, 2002). The selectivity of individual neurons (life-time
selectivity) was computed from the mean responses to all sounds using
the following formula:

selectivity � 1 �

��
s

rs/n�2

�
s

rs
2/n

,

where the index s runs through all sounds, n equals the total number
sounds (here 45) and rs specifies the response of this neuron to sound s.
The index ranges from 0 to 1 with larger values indicating higher re-
sponse selectivity. The response selectivity shown in Figure 3 is the dis-
tribution of this index across all neurons. The population selectivity of
the entire set of neurons was defined in an analogous manner: For each
individual sound, the above formula (replacing the sum over the sounds
by a sum over all neurons) was used to compute the population selectiv-
ity for this sound. The population selectivity shown in Figure 3 is the
distribution of this index across all sounds.

We used a decoding analysis to quantify how well individual stimuli
can be discriminated based on the neuronal response observed in a single
trial. Practically, such a decoding analysis takes the response time course
of one trial, and compares this time course to the average response ob-
tained from all stimuli. The resulting performance measure indicates
how well a linear decoder could tell individual stimuli apart given the
observed response. This analysis was applied to the acoustic controls
paradigm in which 12 vocalizations (and their acoustic controls, 300 ms
duration) were each repeated at least 25 times. As a result, the response of
a single trial can be compared with the average response of this sound and
all other sounds. Importantly, the large number of repeats allows a sta-
tistical assessment of robustness of the response. In detail, we followed a
leave-one-out cross-validation procedure (Averbeck and Romanski,
2006; Schnupp et al., 2006; Russ et al., 2008): The average response for the
respective sound presented on a given trial was computed based on all
trials except the “test” trial, and the average responses for all other sounds
were computed based on all trials for these sounds. Then, the Euclidean
distance was computed between the response on the test trial and all these
average responses. The test trial was “decoded” as the sound for which
the average response had the minimum distance from the test response.
The average percentage of correctly decoded sounds was computed for
each unit. This analysis was repeated using different temporal resolutions
of the PSTH, with bins ranging from 10 to 300 ms. It should be noted that
for a 300 ms stimulus, the use of bin widths on the order of 10 ms can
produce slightly biased results since the number of bins approximately
equals the amount of data available. However, the fact that the decoding
performance obtained using longer windows dropped very little (e.g., the
performance using 10 and 30 ms bins differed by �10%) indicates that
our conclusions are robust to statistical biases.

The information theoretic analysis quantified the mutual information
between the responses and the set of stimuli. The information value
quantifies the reduction of uncertainty about the stimulus that can be
gained from observation of a single trial of the neural response in units of
bits (Shannon, 1948). Information is zero only when the stimulus and the
response are statistically independent quantities, indicating that no
knowledge about the stimulus can be gained by observing the response.
Unlike other simpler correlation measures, information has the unique
advantage of capturing all nonlinear dependencies of any statistical order
that may be present in the data. We applied this analysis to the responses
in the acoustic controls paradigm where each stimulus repeated at least
25 times. The mutual information was computed based on the response
strength in a 100 ms window centered on the peak response, and as a
control, also using the average response over the entire stimulus presen-
tation (300 ms window). To account for statistical errors in the estima-
tion of the probabilities needed to estimate the information quantities we
used bias correction (Panzeri and Treves, 1996) and data shuffling pro-
cedures (Panzeri et al., 2007). For example, we shuffled the assignment
between stimulus and response and re-computed the information values
100 times. The average of this bootstrapped information values was then
subtracted from the actual values. In addition, we computed for each
neuron the stimulus specific information about each of the 12 vocaliza-
tions (Butts, 2003). This stimulus-information value quantifies how
much information is associated with each of the different stimuli.
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Results
An auditory region in the insula
Being concealed beneath the fronto-parietal and temporal oper-
cula, the insular cortex is difficult to access and investigate (Fig.
1A). To record from this structure we relied on a combination of
preoperative and postoperative anatomical MR images to esti-
mate the recording depth for the insula, and landmarks such as
activity transitions between gray and white matter were used to
assign individual sites to the either the insula or one of the neigh-
boring structures (for further details, see Materials and Meth-
ods). We recorded along 125 penetrations in two animals. In each
animal we used a grid to systematically sample adjacent sites
across the desired area. With reference to stereotaxic coordinates
and MR images, the majority of recording sites could be identi-
fied as within the caudal extent of the insula, and recording sites
anterior yielded only few acoustically driven units. As a result we
found that acoustic responses were mostly confined to an “audi-
tory” region within the mid to caudal extent of the insula (Fig.
1B,C; for a coronal MR image, see supplemental Fig. 1, available
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Before studying the insula’s responses to natural sounds we
characterized the response properties of insula neurons com-
pared with neurons recorded from auditory cortex. The basic
properties of auditory neurons are usually characterized with
simple stimuli such as pure tones or band-passed noise. The re-
sponses to such stimuli allow an assessment of response latencies
and selectivity to sound frequency, and have been used to distin-
guish primary from higher auditory fields within the auditory
cortex (Recanzone et al., 1999; Rauschecker and Tian, 2004;
Lakatos et al., 2005). We hence compared responses to pure tones
of neurons recorded in the insula with neurons recorded from
primary (fields A1, R) and secondary auditory cortex (regions of
the caudal auditory fields CM and CL).

A total of 390 insula units was tested with this paradigm, of
which 268 (69%, 141 MUA units and 127 SUA) showed signifi-
cant responses to pure tones. Their median responses (across
neurons and sound frequencies) are shown in Figure 2A together
with the responses recorded in auditory cortex (166 units, thereof
87 SUA). Comparing both populations revealed an important
difference between these regions: while auditory cortical neurons
responded to each of the eight repeats of the tones, most insula
neurons did not reflect the stimulus’ temporal structure in their

response time course (compare examples in Fig. 2C) but re-
sponded with one long-lasting elevation of firing.

For a quantitative analysis of the temporal response profile, we
computed the correlation of each neuron’s average response with
the stimulus envelope (the envelope of the 8 repeats of the tone)
(Fig. 2B). While insula neurons showed only a weak (Pearson)
correlation (median r � 0.1), units in the auditory core (median
r � 0.35) and belt regions (median r � 0.24) showed significantly
stronger correlations (Wilcoxon rank-sum tests, core p � 10�5,
belt p � 10�3). The difference between the two auditory cortex
regions was just above significance ( p � 0.058). This suggests
that the temporal coding strategies used by these two areas are
quite different, a finding that is in good agreement with previous
results (Bieser and Müller-Preuss, 1996; Bieser, 1998).

Next, we quantified the frequency selectivity of insula neurons
by the bandwidth of their sound frequency tuning curves. As
suggested by the example neurons in Figure 2C, insula neurons
were less frequency selective than neurons in auditory cortex.
Indeed, the median tuning bandwidth for the insula (5.7) was
significantly higher than for the auditory core (2.1, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test p � 0.01) or belt (median 4.3, p � 0.05) and the
same result was confirmed when analyzing single units only (all
comparisons of insula and auditory cortex p � 0.05). Hence,
insula units are less sharply tuned to sound frequency than neu-
rons found in auditory cortex.

The typical response latency in a cortical area can be indicative
of its position in its respective processing hierarchy. Given that
the insula receives prominent projections from auditory cortex
and association areas (Mesulam and Mufson, 1982; Morán et al.,
1987), one could expect longer latencies. Indeed, the median la-
tency in the insula (65 ms) was significantly longer than in audi-
tory core (40 ms; Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p � 10�4) or belt
(45 ms; p � 10�3) (Fig. 2D). Notably, a small proportion of
insula neurons responded with rather short latencies (�25 ms),
possibly reflecting direct thalamic input. In fact, anatomical stud-
ies do reveal direct projections from the medial geniculate to the
insula (Guldin and Markowitsch, 1984; Mufson and Mesulam,
1984) and those responses with short latencies seem to demon-
strate their functional impact on the insula.

Finally, we confirmed this characterization of insula neurons
using band-passed noise stimuli instead of pure tones and the
results fully supported the above findings (data not shown). All in
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all, these results unequivocally demonstrate that the insula con-
tains a region with neurons responding to simple acoustic stimuli
such as tones and band-passed noise. Yet, compared with neu-
rons found in auditory cortex, insula neurons represent the
acoustical properties of a sound less faithfully, both in frequency
and time domain.

Responses to natural sounds
To probe the insula’s role in encoding natural sounds and in
representing species-specific communication signals, we charac-
terized neuronal responses using stimuli from three categories:
conspecific Mvocs, Avoc and Esnd. This diverse set of sounds
allowed us to assess the responsiveness to natural sounds in gen-
eral and allowed us to compare the responses to conspecific vo-
calizations to the responses to other natural sounds of similar
acoustic complexity. Comparable categories of stimuli have been
used in previous studies where brain areas specifically responsive
to conspecific communication sounds have been described (Be-
lin et al., 2000; Petkov et al., 2008).

Figure 3A displays the normalized responses of 155 responsive
insula units recorded with natural sounds (74 classified as SUA)
together with the responses of 297 neurons from auditory cortex
(127 SUA). Overall, insula neurons responded well to the differ-
ent natural sounds. However, when compared with auditory cor-
tex, they showed a clear distinction: while most auditory cortical
neurons responded with maximum firing at stimulus onset, the
peak responses of insula neurons could occur at any time during

the stimulus. This heterogeneity of insula responses is also visible
in the four example neurons (Fig. 3B; supplemental Fig. 2A,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and
confirms to the above finding that the time course of insula re-
sponses does not represent the temporal envelope of the stimu-
lus. To account for this response heterogeneity, we analyzed the
response strength using windows centered on each neuron’s peak
response.

To understand how the insular cortex encodes natural sounds
we calculated population and life-time selectivity indices. The
population selectivity reflects how few of the units participate in
the encoding of any particular sound. This index was significantly
higher in the insula (median 0.6) than in auditory cortex (0.55,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test p � 10�4), showing that the population
of insula units responds more selectively. Likewise, the life-time
selectivity quantifies how selective individual units respond
within the set of tested stimuli; again this index was significantly
higher in the insula (0.47) than in auditory cortex (0.40, p �
10�4). These findings demonstrate that insula neurons are more
selective and provide a sparser representation of natural sounds
compared with units in early auditory cortices, suggesting that
the insula might function as a more specialized and higher-level
area.

To reveal any sound category preference of insula neurons, we
compared the strength of the response to the different groups of
sounds. To account for the variable firing rate between individual
neurons we used a normalized response amplitude, which was
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obtained by subtracting the mean response of each neuron from
the responses to individual sound categories. Figure 4A displays
the response amplitude for insula and auditory cortex neurons
and reveals a clear difference between the response preferences of
these areas. An ANOVA with sound categories and cortical re-
gion as factors showed neither an overall effect of sound category
(F(2,1350) � 0.37, p � 0.69) nor an effect of region (due to the
normalization of response strength), but a highly significant in-
teraction between factors (F(2,1350) � 14.4, p � 10�6). Post hoc
analysis demonstrated that this interaction results from opposite
response preferences of insula and auditory cortex: While in au-
ditory cortex the response strength for Mvocs was significantly
weaker than the response to Avocs or Esnds (paired t test, p �
0.01 and p � 0.001), insula neurons responded stronger to Mvocs
than to either Avocs or Esnds ( p � 0.05 both). This result clearly
shows that individual neurons in the insula cortex respond pref-
erentially to conspecific vocalizations compared with a wide va-
riety of other natural sounds. Importantly, for the same set of
stimuli no such preference was found for neurons in auditory
cortex, evidencing that the dominance of conspecific vocaliza-
tions in the insula cannot be explained by basic acoustic proper-
ties of the sounds or a general response bias of auditory regions.

To support this result by a different analysis, we determined
the preferred sound category for each individual unit. In contrast
to the average response strength, this analysis is insensitive to the
magnitude differences in firing rates and counts the number of
units that respond strongest to a particular sound category (Fig.
4B). In the insular cortex, 64 of the 155 units preferred Mvoc
(41%), but only 43 preferred Avoc (28%) and 48 preferred Esnd
(31%). In auditory cortex, in contrast, the reverse was observed:

only 25% of the units preferred macaque vocalizations, while
37% preferred other animals’ sounds with 38% for environmen-
tal sounds. This resulted in a significant difference between insula
and auditory cortex (two-sample � 2 test, X � 16.8, p � 10�4) and
supports the notion that insula neurons respond preferentially to
conspecific vocalizations. We verified that this preference was not
the result of the particular choice of window used to compute the
response amplitude. Figure 4C displays the preferred sound cat-
egory derived with windows of different length and in each case
the insula units preferring conspecific vocalizations outnumber
those preferring other sounds.

Responses to acoustically well controlled sounds
The above finding that insula neurons preferentially respond to
conspecific vocalizations was derived from a comparison of vo-
calizations with many other natural sounds including the sounds
and vocalizations of other animals. While both the environmen-
tal and animal sounds were chosen to have roughly similar acous-
tical properties as the vocalizations, there still remain acoustical
features that could systematically differ between sound categories
but are impossible to control just by choosing the right set of
sounds. As a result, the preference of insula neurons might not be
specific to conspecific vocalizations but encompass a much larger
class of sounds yet untested. In a second experiment we aimed to
overcome this criticism by probing insula neurons with a set of
acoustically well controlled sounds.

Vocalizations are characterized by specific combinations of
spectral and temporal properties that can each contribute to the
neuronal selectivity to such sounds (Hauser and Marler, 1993a;
Singh and Theunissen, 2003). Figure 5A exemplifies these prop-
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erties for two typical vocalizations used in the present experi-
ments, a coo and a pant-threat. The coo is a tonal call and char-
acterized by a harmonic frequency pattern whose fundamental
frequency changes over time in a particular manner. The acous-
tics of this call is hence characterized not only by a specific fre-
quency spectrum and temporal envelope, but also by an interac-
tion of spectral and temporal features. The pant-threat, in
contrast, is a noisy call that can be characterized by its frequency
spectrum and temporal envelope, but which shows little change
in its frequency pattern with time. To determine the importance
of such spectral, temporal and combined spectro-temporal fea-
tures to the insula response selectivity we constructed manipu-
lated versions of the vocalizations. These manipulations pre-
served some feature of the original sound but differed by other
features. In detail, for each original vocalization (Mvoc) we ob-
tained one sound preserving the spectrum of the original vocal-
ization but not its temporal envelope (PS), one sound preserving
the temporal envelope but not the spectrum (PE), and one sound
preserving both features but not their interaction (PSE) (com-
pare Fig. 5A). The latter manipulation results in a sound that
shares both spectrum and envelope with the original vocalization
but not their interaction. As a result, for tonal calls such as the
coo, the resulting PSE sound still differs from the original vocal-

ization as it does not reproduce the upward sweep of the har-
monic frequencies in time. For noisy calls such as the threat, in
contrast, the PSE manipulation captures most of the acoustical
structure of the call.

Given these properties of the manipulations, one can predict
several possible outcomes when comparing the insula responses
to the original vocalizations and the manipulations. If, for exam-
ple, insula neurons were not responding specifically to conspe-
cific vocalizations but to all sounds sharing a similar frequency
composition, one should expect comparable responses to the
original sound and the PS manipulation (and similar for the tem-
poral envelope). However, if insula neurons were selective to the
full acoustical properties of conspecific vocalizations, one would
expect the responses to the original vocalization to differ not only
from both the PE and PS sounds but also from the PSE sounds.
Especially for tonal calls, for which the PSE manipulation does
not capture spectro-temporal interactions, one would expect a
difference in response amplitude between the original Mvoc and
the PSE. For noisy calls, in contrast, no such response difference
might exist, since the PSE manipulation captures most of the
acoustics of the vocalization.

Using this stimulus set we recorded a novel set of neurons in
the insular cortex (n � 97) and Figure 5B displays the response
strength to the different manipulations separated by tonal and
noisy calls. For both groups of calls the response to the original
vocalization was significantly stronger than the response to the
preserved spectrum or envelope sounds (paired t test, Mvoc vs
PE: p � 0.01 for noisy and p � 10�3 for tonal calls; Mvoc vs PS:
p � 10�3 and p � 0.01). This clearly demonstrates that either of
these features by itself is not sufficient to explain the preference of
insula neurons to conspecific vocalizations. In addition, for tonal
calls the response to the original vocalization was significantly
stronger than the response to the preserved spectrum and enve-
lope sound ( p � 0.01), while no such difference was found for the
noisy calls ( p � 0.7). The example data in Figure 5C further
supports this population result. This lets us conclude that insula
neurons are indeed selective to the higher order acoustical prop-
erties of conspecific vocalizations and prefer these vocalizations
not only over many other natural sounds but also over sounds
that share some but not all of the acoustical features.

Selectivity to individual vocalizations
Macaque monkeys produce a complex variety of calls as means of
communication with their kin, and behavioral studies provide
good evidence that these calls carry referential meaning, and pro-
vide clues about the caller’s size, age and social rank (Cheney and
Seyfarth, 1990; Hauser, 1998; Gifford et al., 2003). In fact, the
vocalizations of rhesus monkeys can be grouped into different
call types, each carrying different behavioral meaning (Hauser
and Marler, 1993a,b). At some stage during auditory processing
one therefore should expect a degree of specialization so as to
differentiate between calls and extract these variables. That insula
neurons prefer conspecific vocalizations raises the question
whether they are also able to differentiate between individual
vocalizations or functional categories of these.

Previous studies on call selective neurons have defined a neu-
ron’s response selectivity index by counting the number of stim-
uli eliciting at least half the neuron’s maximal response (Tian et
al., 2001; Romanski et al., 2005; Kikuchi et al., 2007). Applying
the same criterion, we found a selectivity index of 5.2 � 0.46
(mean, SEM), indicating that on average �5 of 15 (33%) vocal-
izations elicited more than half the maximal response. This shows
that insula neurons are more selective than neurons in superior
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temporal regions, where neurons were found to respond to �50 –
60% of the tested calls (Russ et al., 2008), and are more selective
than many neurons in auditory cortices (range of �30 –50%)
(Tian et al., 2001; Recanzone, 2008). However, insular neurons
responded less selectively than neurons in the auditory region of
the ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex (�20%) (Romanski et al.,
2005). Example data presented in supplemental Figure 2B, avail-
able at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, further con-
firms this notion that insula neurons respond selectively to only
few vocalizations.

To corroborate and extend this observation we used more
sophisticated stimulus decoding and information theoretic anal-
yses. A linear discriminant analysis was used to quantify what
fraction of vocalizations could be correctly decoded from the
responses of individual neurons (Russ et al., 2008). If insula neu-
rons were to play a role in the representation of conspecific vo-
calizations, their responses should be selective and reproducible
enough to allow the identification of individual vocalizations
based on the observation of a single trial response. On average,
insula neurons allowed the decoding of �30% of the calls (�3.6
calls), confirming that insula neurons respond rather selectively
to only a few vocalizations (Fig. 6A). The decoding performance
was best when short time bins were used to sample the response,
revealing that the temporal structure of the neurons responses
(not just the response magnitude) provides information to dis-

tinguish individual sounds. In this respect, insula neurons resem-
ble those found in auditory cortex (Schnupp et al., 2006; Engineer
et al., 2008).

Information theoretic analysis further confirmed these re-
sults. For each neuron we computed the stimulus specific infor-
mation (Butts, 2003) provided by the neuron’s response about
each of the 12 stimuli. The result was displayed after sorting the
stimuli for each neuron by ascending information value and
shows that each neuron is highly informative for only a few vo-
calizations, while the information sharply drops for the others
(Fig. 6B). On average each neuron provides more than half its
maximal information rate for only two calls, and similarly at least
a quarter of the maximal information to only four calls. The
ability to discriminate between individual vocalizations and the
finding that individual neurons are informative for less than a
handful of vocalizations demonstrates that insula neurons do indeed
respond highly selectively toward individual vocalizations.

The information theoretic analysis can also be used to assess
the response selectivity to conspecific vocalizations compared
with other sounds in manner distinct from the analysis of re-
sponse strength presented above (Fig. 6C). Computing the mu-
tual information (Shannon, 1948) between stimulus set and re-
sponse revealed that insula neurons conveyed significantly more
information about the original vocalization than about any of the
acoustical manipulations (paired t test, Mvoc vs PS: p � 10�7,
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Mvoc vs PE: p � 10�4, Mvoc vs PSE: p � 0.05). Noteworthy, this
result was independent of whether the responses were defined
using a 100 ms window centered on the peak response, or
whether the average response during the entire (300 ms) stimulus
presentation was used. Hence insula neurons respond more se-
lectively within the set of original vocalizations than within the
sets of different manipulations, showing that these neurons are
better suited to discriminate among individual vocalizations than
among other sounds with similar acoustical properties.

Finally, we asked whether insula neurons show selectivity to
call categories. Inspecting the responses of individual example
neurons (supplemental Fig. 2B, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material), however, suggests that this is not the
case: Many neurons responded strongly to one but not to other
calls from one particular category, but at the same time also re-
sponded to one or two calls from a different category. At a quan-
titative level, the effective vocalizations for each neuron (those
breaching 50% of the maximal response across all natural
sounds) were distributed across several call categories: on average
calls from 2.8 � 1.3 (mean, SEM) categories were effective in
driving the neurons. Given that the overall number of effective
vocalizations was low this suggests that each neuron responds to
only few vocalizations, but that these belong to different catego-
ries. To substantiate this further, we computed the coefficient of
variation of the response (CV � SD divided by the mean) for
vocalizations within each category and across categories. Across
neurons, the average CV within categories (0.73 � 0.03) was
significantly higher than the variability across categories (0.52 �
0.02, t test p � 10�5), ruling out that insula responses were more
similar to calls of the same type than to calls from different cate-
gories. All in all this shows that insula neurons respond highly
selectively to only few vocalization, but do not represent func-
tional categories of vocalizations that share the same referential
meaning.

Discussion
An auditory region in the insula
Our results reveal that neurons in the caudal insular cortex re-
spond to a wide variety of acoustic stimuli and respond preferen-
tially to conspecific vocalizations. These findings not only extend
previous recordings in the insula which relied on simplistic stim-

uli (Pribram et al., 1954; Sudakov et al., 1971; Bieser and Müller-
Preuss, 1996; Bieser, 1998) but are also in good agreement with
results from human imaging and lesion studies, which implicate
the insula in the processing of complex sounds and speech (Au-
gustine, 1985; Bamiou et al., 2003). Given the structural similarity
of the insula and auditory pathways across humans and monkeys,
our findings have direct implications on the mechanisms operat-
ing in the human brain (Hackett et al., 2001; Chiry et al., 2003;
Sweet et al., 2005; Ghazanfar, 2008). As a result, our description
of neurons sensitive to conspecific vocalizations in the primate
insula offers a window into the neural basis of the insula’s role in
speech-related processing.

We found that insula neurons prefer conspecific vocalizations
over a wide range of other natural sounds, including the vocal-
izations of other animals. This response preference manifests
twofold: First, insula neurons responded stronger to conspecific
vocalizations than to other natural or acoustically matched
sounds. Second, insula neurons showed higher selectivity in the
context of vocalizations than in the context of other sounds. In
addition, the use of acoustically matched control sounds demon-
strated that the insula preference for vocalizations arises from the
selectivity to both temporal and spectral features of these sounds.
These results provide good evidence that the insula might play a
role in the processing and representation of vocal communica-
tion sounds.

Insula neurons responded highly selectively within the set of
vocalizations and their responses allowed the decoding of indi-
vidual sounds from single-trial responses. This suggests that one
role of these neurons could be to detect and identify individual
vocalizations, as a basis to use this information for behavioral
reactions. Although we cannot provide a direct link between the
recorded neurons and the perception or a behavioral reaction of
the animal, human studies strongly suggest such a link (Augus-
tine, 1996; Bamiou et al., 2003; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007). In
fact, human studies not only show that the insula is activated by
different forms of speech (Zatorre et al., 1994; Rumsey et al.,
1997; Meyer et al., 2002; Kotz et al., 2003; Brown et al., 2004;
Wong et al., 2004; Sander and Scheich, 2005), but evidence from
patients also makes the case for a causal role of the insula in
phonological processing. Subjects with dyslexia, for example, of-
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ten exhibit lower insula activation in different phonological tasks
(Paulesu et al., 1996; Cornette et al., 1998), and many individuals
with strokes or ischemic infarcts near the insula show deficits in
acoustic or language perception (Cancelliere and Kertesz, 1990;
Habib et al., 1995). Importantly, in several cases, different degrees
of auditory agnosia, the inability to recognize sounds, have been
well documented (Hyman and Tranel, 1989; Engelien et al., 1995;
Griffiths et al., 1997).

Noteworthy, neurons selective to conspecific vocalizations
have also been reported at other stages of auditory processing,
such as in the ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex (Romanski et al.,
2005; Cohen et al., 2007), the superior temporal gyrus (Russ et al.,
2008) and in the auditory cortex (Tian et al., 2001; Kikuchi et
al., 2007; Recanzone, 2008). This suggests that selectivity to vo-
calizations is present at multiple stages of acoustic analysis, pos-
sibly reflecting the behavioral importance of these sounds. How-
ever, in contrast to neurons described in the prefrontal cortex
(Gifford et al., 2005), insula neurons did not seem to represent
entire functional categories of vocalizations. This observation
leads us to conclude that the insula region is functionally (not
necessarily anatomically) situated in between higher auditory
cortical fields and the association areas in the frontal lobe.

Functional interactions with other areas
The finding of an acoustically responsive region in the insular
cortex is consistent with the anatomical connectivity of this area.
The caudal insula receives projections from auditory cortical ar-
eas, including primary auditory cortex (Hurst, 1959; Mesulam
and Mufson, 1982; Morán et al., 1987) as well as direct projec-
tions from the auditory thalamus (Guldin and Markowitsch,
1984; Mufson and Mesulam, 1984; Rodgers et al., 2008). While
these auditory afferents leave little doubt about insula function
related to acoustical stimuli, they give little insight into the spe-
cific nature of this function, or how the insula preference for
vocalizations arises. It might be that the insula is driven mostly by
highly processed information from higher auditory fields, while
thalamic afferents serve mainly as modulatory input (Guillery
and Sherman, 2002). It might also be that thalamic afferents serve
as driving input to the insula as well. Support for the second
scenario comes from two observations: First, a subset of units in
our recordings responded with latencies shorter than the typical
latencies observed in auditory cortex. And second, a recent study
in the rat found strong responses in the insula even when an
auditory field in these species was lesioned (Rodgers et al., 2008).
Although lesioning a single auditory field cannot rule out driving
input from auditory cortex in general, it might well be likely that
the insula receives dominant and functionally driving (rather
than modulating) projections from multiple cortical and subcor-
tical stages of the auditory processing stream.

In addition to its auditory connections, the insula also shares
projections with other subcortical structures such as the amyg-
dala. The insula receives afferents from nuclei within the basolat-
eral complex of the amygdala and the insula projects to other
amygdaloid areas such as the medial and central nuclei (Mufson
et al., 1981; Amaral and Price, 1984; Nishijo et al., 1988). Given
that the basolateral amygdala is involved in fear conditioning or
the emotional labeling of an event (Olsson and Phelps, 2007;
Davis et al., 2008), it might well be that the insula’s connectivity
with the amygdala serves to associate vocal communication
sounds with emotions. Since our results did not reveal a selectiv-
ity of insula neurons to categories of vocalizations, it seems un-
likely that insula neurons themselves represent the emotional
value of a call. However, insula driven activity in the amygdala

might reflect this emotional component. In addition, the medial
nucleus of the amygdaloid complex has been implied in mediat-
ing social interactions (Lehman et al., 1980; Stark et al., 1998).
Since social interactions in a troop of monkeys are often accom-
panied by vocal communication (Cheney and Seyfarth, 1990;
Hauser, 1998; Gifford et al., 2003), the interconnectivity of insula
and amygdaloid regions might serve as a strong link between
vocal and emotional behavior.

The posterior insula is also connected with the putamen, es-
pecially with the dorsal and sensorimotor related part of this
structure (Schneider et al., 1993; Chikama et al., 1997). Since the
basal ganglia are involved in motor planning and fine tuning, one
could envisage a role of auditory feedback about self-vocalization
entering a motor loop involved in the production of vocaliza-
tions. While such a sensory to motor link remains purely specu-
lative, a direct test of whether insula neurons are involved in the
process of active vocalizing could be well possible (Eliades and
Wang, 2008).

Recent results push speculations about a number of distinct
auditory processing pathways, with one of them possibly being
dedicated to processing vocal communication sounds (Roman-
ski et al., 1999; Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Wang, 2000; Hickok
and Poeppel, 2007). Since previous studies reported response
preferences to conspecific vocalizations in the lateral belt (Tian et
al., 2001), temporal-polar region (Petkov et al., 2008), the supe-
rior temporal sulcus (Russ et al., 2008), and in ventro-lateral
prefrontal cortex (Romanski and Goldman-Rakic, 2002; Roman-
ski et al., 2005; Russ et al., 2008), such a vocalization-related
pathway might commence in primary auditory cortex and reach
prefrontal cortex via the (anterior) superior temporal gyrus
(Wang, 2000). Yet, the insula’s place in the context of such a
pathway is still unclear. Since the insula projects to several stages
of this proposed vocalization pathway (Markowitsch et al., 1985;
Hackett et al., 1998; Smiley et al., 2007) it might well add its highly
processed information about vocalizations into this processing
stream. For example, the information about individual vocaliza-
tions provided by insula could be used in regions near the tem-
poral pole to determine the identity of the animal vocalizing (Pet-
kov et al., 2008) or in regions of the ventrolateral prefrontal
cortex to determine the referential meaning of the call (Gifford et
al., 2005). Future studies might better elucidate the exact position
of the insula within the different auditory processing streams and
can build on the present findings to reveal the neuronal basis of
speech related disorders induced by lesions of the insula lobe.
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